MASTER
TRAINING PROGRAM CATALOG

-TRAINING AT THE SPEED OF REAL-
INTRODUCTION. The Kratos Special Operations Training Services Group (KSOTS-G) conducts Special Operations training and advisory assistance within the law enforcement, corrections and military communities and international clients. All KSOTS-G programs are designed to provide realistic training in similar environments that each and every attendee would operate. Each program is taught utilizing a “modular” or “session” style of instruction. This provides for a progressive “crawl-walk-run-sprint” training environment, which to date has proven highly efficient and successful.

KSOTS-G is part of Digital Fusion Solutions, which is a subsidiary within Kratos Defense & Security Solutions, Inc.’s Defense & Rocket Support Services Division. (NASDAQ:KTOS). Kratos is a specialized National Security Technology business providing mission critical products, services and solutions for United States National Security priorities.

ORGANIZATION OVERVIEW. KSOTS-G is a professional training and advisory organization that specializes in law enforcement, corrections and military special operations, with emphasis on high-risk incident management subjects. Courses presented are designed specifically for the military, law enforcement and corrections special operations and patrol professionals, and are presented as a base product. Each customer is unique and programs can be formulated and taught based upon the user organization’s needs and levels of expertise. Courses are normally conducted at the customer’s location by a mobile training team (MTT). This allows more ready access by more personnel from the customer’s organization, while keeping costs to a minimum.

KSOTS-G also conducts training at a variety of state of the art training complexes that boast specialized capabilities unlike any others in the world, including the Kratos Integrated Special Operations Training Facility (KISOTF). The KISOTF is located 65 miles west of Tallahassee near Altha Florida and is located on 70 acres. The KISOTF includes 25-100 meter ranges, a 600 meter precision rifle range, live fire maneuver areas, a multiple story multiple room live fire CQB facility with breaching capability, breaching range and lodging/messing areas. A "One Stop" Tactical Training location.

In addition, KSOTS-G will periodically team with a variety of cutting edge organizations and companies, as required, to provide even more dynamic support for training and advisory assistance with emphasis on the wellbeing and survival of the "Operator" and the "Emergency Responder."

KSOTS-G programs are cutting edge and conducted as close to the "live operational environment" as is possible via "live fire TTP validation." KSOTS-G uses in-depth risk analysis and management to provide risk mitigation without "choreographing" training. The result is realistic "tactically safe" training. Training designed towards preparing personnel and organizations for "the worst case scenarios" that could possibly be faced. KSOTS-G Advice and Training is world renowned and in demand internationally by ONLY the most SERIOUS organizations and personnel.
**TRAINING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM** Based upon years of experience in operational and training applications KSOTS-G has also developed a cutting edge systematic approach to teaching and advisory assistance. It is referred to as the KSOTS-G Training Management System (TMS). Of interest within this system is what is referred to as the DCQB/CQB TIER System. The system is based on tiers/levels of proficiency designed so that tactics, techniques and procedures are presented to the operator with respect to less-lethal and lethal operations based upon skill levels and expertise. The system is based on the philosophy that key leaders “give minimal direction” and “tell them what to do...not how to do it”.

The DCQB-CQB TIER System is set-up as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIER I/DCQB-CQB I</th>
<th>(Entry Level DCQB-CQB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TIER II/DCQB-CQB II</td>
<td>(IBB/Initiative Based Basic Level DCQB-CQB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIER III/DCQB-CQB III</td>
<td>(IBI/Initiative Based Intermediate Level DCQB-CQB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIER IV/DCQB-CQB IV</td>
<td>(IBA/Initiative Based Advanced Level DCQB-CQB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIER V/DCQB-CQB V</td>
<td>(IBA/Initiative Based Advanced+ Level CQB)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The TIER System is uniquely designed in order to get the correct skill set training to the operator and is based upon an operator/elements overall skills/proficiency levels. This system is unique in the sense that it takes into consideration the fact that each and every level of DCQB/CQB expertise requires the operator/element to be able to apply the principles and fundamentals of DCQB-CQB in all areas (including the specialty areas). The basic differences between a TIER I/DCQB-CQB I trained operator and a TIER IV/CQB IV operator is the proficiency levels/skills of each. Whether you are an entry-level operator or an advanced level operator, you are conducting DCQB/CQB.
TRAINING STAFF

KSOTOS-G boasts a unique cadre of special operations instructors who have extensive experience in their fields and the added ability to impart that knowledge to others. The Training Staff is a professional group that has collectively accumulated over 200+ years of combined law enforcement, corrections and military special operations experience. This includes an extensive collective background with U.S. Federal-State-Local Law Enforcement, State and Federal Corrections, German Federal-District-City Polizei, US Army, USMC, USAF, USN, U.S. Army Special Forces (USSF) and U.S. Army Special Mission Units.

This experience includes extensive experience with law enforcement, corrections and military special operations units in a variety of locations internationally, and gives an international flavor and the ability to provide the customer with a wide range of training and advice that is unsurpassed. With the emphasis on realistic, hands-on performance oriented training, KSOTS-G leads the way in providing the best quality instruction and advisory assistance to the law enforcement, corrections and military special operations professional.

KSOTS-G Trainers maintain proficiency in all the areas of instruction taught within our curriculum including but not limited to:

**Tactical Marksmanship**  
**Entry Techniques (DCQB-CQB)**  
**Combatives-Weapon Retention-Officer Survival**  
**Methods of Entry (breaching/barrier penetration)**  
**Small Unit Tactics/Patrolling**  
**Special Operation Target Interdiction (Precision Marksman-Sniper)**  
**Tactical Driving (on-road/off-road)**  
**Tactical Medicine**  
**Robotics (Tactical Applications)**  
**Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD)**  
**Protective Security Operations and Executive Protection**  
**High Risk Transportation Operations**  
**Specialized Target Environment Operations (sedan-van-bus/aircraft/maritime)**  
**Maritime Operations (Conventional/Specialized)**  
**Correction Special Operations**  
**Law Enforcement and Corrections Less-Lethal Operations**  
**Canine Specific Operations**  
**Crisis Negotiation Operations**  
**Human Performance/Tactical Fitness**
In addition all KSOTS-G instructors carry some or all of the following core credentials and are members in good standing with a variety of professional organizations:

**CERTIFICATIONS**

Certification in Home Land Security from the American College of Forensic Examiners with a minimum rating of Level III

Graduates of the FEMA Independent Study Program to include successful completion of courses of instruction covering NIMS and the NRP

NRA Handgun, Rifle and Shotgun Instructor certified

PHD equivalent education and skills within a variety of kinetic areas based upon years of military, law enforcement and corrections special operations experience

**PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS**

National Strength and Conditioning Association (NSCA))

International Association of Hostage Negotiators (IAHN)

International Association of Correctional Training Personnel (IACTP)

Midwest Tactical Officers Association (MTOA)

California Tactical Officers Association (CATO)

Tennessee Tactical Officers

Texas Tactical Police Officers Association (TTPOA)

New York Tactical Officers Association (NYTOA)

International Association of Bomb Technicians and Investigators (IABTI)

International Law Enforcement Educators and Trainers Association (ILEETA)

Special Forces Association (SFA)

Special Operations Association (SOA)
Raynham/Taunton Police Departments
Special Response Unit

SEMLEC SWAT Organization, Massachusetts
(SWAT-K9-CN)

Satucket Regional Tactical Team
Bridgewater, Ma

Logan Ohio Police Department
Hocking County Sheriff SRT

Old Colony Special Operations Group
(OC-SOG)
Woonsocket, RI Police Department SWAT

East Providence, RI Police Department SWAT

Newport, RI Police Department SWAT

Warwick, RI Police Department SWAT
Warwick, RI Fire Department

Scott County, Missouri Sheriffs
Emergency Response Team (SERT)
Scott County, Missouri Sheriffs Department
Tactical Search and Rescue Team

Princess Ann Maryland Police Department

State College Pennsylvania Police Department

Christian County KY Sheriffs Department SRT

Southampton Village NY Police Department

Boston Ma Police Department
Special Operations

Boston Ma Police Department Patrol

Edison NJ Police Department ERT

Springfield Ma Police Department

US Border Patrol Tactical Unit (BORTAC)

US Border Patrol Special Operations Group (SOG)

US Border Patrol Special Operations Personnel from the following SW
Border Sector Special Response Teams:

Tucson Sector SRT/USBP
El Paso Sector SRT/USBP
El Centro Sector SRT/USBP
San Diego Sector SRT/USBP
Laredo Sector SRT/USBP
Marfa Sector SRT/USBP
Del Rio Sector SRT/USBP
Yuma Sector SRT/USBP
Rio Grande Valley Sector SRT/USBP

------------

Vermont State Police

Pawtucket RI Police Department SWAT

Providence RI Police Department SWAT

Union County NJ SWAT

Columbia County Sheriff’s Office ERT
Portage Wisconsin

Panama City Beach, Florida Police Department TRT

Panama City Florida Police Department SRT

Inyo County, California Sheriffs Department SRT

Bishop California Police Department
Special Enforcement Team

Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE)

US Department of State (DOS)

US Department of Justice (DOJ)
Madison WV Police Department
Camden County Georgia Sheriff’s Office
Martinsburg WV Police Department
Monongalia County WV Sheriff’s Office
Berkeley County WV Sheriff’s Department
Knox Borough Pennsylvania Police Department
Vienna WV Police Department
McDowell County WV Sheriff’s Department
Nitro WV Police Department
Kanawha County WV Sheriff’s Department SWAT
Passaic NJ Police Department
Force Protection Detachment
US Department of Defense
NMARNG Counter-Drug Task Force
WVARNG Counter-Drug Team
Vermont ARNG
1/182nd Infantry Battalion (L)
Massachusetts Army National Guard
(MOUT-AUC)
2/19 SFG (A), USSF
5th SFG (A), USSF
(Special Forces Advanced
Urban Combat Training Staff)
5th SFG (A), USSF
(Special Forces Target Interdiction Training Staff)
1/1 SFG (A), USSF
3rd SFG (A), USSF
USAF 621st Contingency Response Wing
Maguire AFB NJ
Bridgewater State University Police Department
Bridgewater Massachusetts
US Department of Homeland Security
(DHS)
Kosovo National Level
Police Special Response Organization
(SWAT/CN)
Al Ain United Arab Emirates
Police Department
Tajikistan National Level
Law Enforcement
Counter-Terrorism Unit
(OMON)-(SWAT-K9-EOD-CN)
Security Risk Corporation
(Firearms-PSD)
Weakley County TN Sheriff’s Department
Obion County TN Sheriff’s Department
Cody, Wyoming
Police Department SWAT
Columbia County
Sheriff’s Office ERT
Portage Wisconsin
Gulf Correctional Institute Florida
Corrections Emergency Response Team
MASS-DOC Special Operations Division
(Command Group-SRT-TRT-CN
Tactical K-9)
West Virginia State Police Special
Response Team
Paducah Kentucky Police Department
SWAT
New Madrid County Missouri
Sheriff’s Department SWAT
Chillicothe Missouri
Police Department SWAT
McCracken County Kentucky
Sheriff’s Department
United States Marshal Service

Nixa Missouri Police Department SWAT

Limestone County District Attorneys Office
Athens Alabama (Security Training)

Perryville Missouri Police Department SWAT

Marion Massachusetts Police Department

Fall River Massachusetts Police Department ESU

Marion Massachusetts Police Department

Perryville Missouri Police Department

Taunton Massachusetts Police Department
(Patrol Tactics)

Raynham Massachusetts Police Department
(Patrol Tactics)

Needham Massachusetts Police Department
(Patrol Tactics)

Swansea Massachusetts Police Department
(Patrol Tactics)

Massachusetts Department of Corrections
SOD TRT
(LL Tactics)

Wenham Massachusetts Police Department
(Patrol Tactics)

Cape Ann RRT, Massachusetts

Chelmsford Massachusetts Police Department
(Patrol Tactics)

Boxford Massachusetts Police Department
(Patrol Tactics)

27th Judicial SWAT
Martin Tennessee

Bay County Florida
Sheriff’s Department SWAT

Ipswich Massachusetts Police Department
(Patrol Tactics)

USEC Protective Force, Paducah
Kentucky

Harvard University (Massachusetts)
Police Department

Barnstable County Massachusetts
Sheriff’s Department K-9

Rockland Massachusetts Police
Department K-9

Duxbury Massachusetts Police
Department K-9

Huntington WV Police Department
SWAT

St Albans WV Police Department SWAT

Martinsburg WV Police Department
SWAT

Ft Greeley Alaska DOD Police

Washington DC Metro Police
Department SWAT

Tulane University, New Orleans La
Police Department

Loyola University, New Orleans La
Police Department

Martin TN Police Department

Obion County TN Sheriffs Department

Chester Illinois Police Department

Raynham Massachusetts
Police Department

West Bridgewater Massachusetts Fire
Department (Tactical Medical)

Whitman Massachusetts Fire
Department (Tactical Medical)

Raynham Massachusetts
Fire Department (Tactical Medical)

Hamilton Massachusetts Police
Department (Patrol Tactics)
Crestview Florida Police Department SWAT Okaloosa
County Florida Sheriffs Office Panama City Beach
Police Department Escambia County Florida Sheriffs Office
Office Walton County Florida Sheriffs Office
Putnam County Ohio Sheriffs Office

Washington County Florida Sheriffs Office
Madison County Florida Sheriffs Office
Florida Highway Patrol
Castleberry Alabama Police Department
Jackson County Florida Sheriffs Office
Ohio Department of Corrections (SRT-STAR)
PURPOSE: The program is designed to focus upon the skills required to effectively maintain and operate the handgun. The training will highlight various tactics, techniques and procedures relative to the handgun and will cover TIER I skills with that weapon system.

The training will include but not be limited to:
- Introduction to the Handgun
- Weapons Etiquette and Handling
- Weapon Characteristics-Maintenance
- Weapon Disassembly and Assembly
- Weapon Maintenance
- Ammunition Types and Ballistics
- Fundamentals of Handgun Marksmanship
- Handgun Marksmanship (HMMS)

PRE-REQUISITES: The Handgun –I Program is designed to provide an initial overview of the Attendees handgun, teach HMMS and provide a base skill set for use and employment. Attendees include handgun enthusiasts, sworn law enforcement/correction officers or military personnel.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The Handgun-I Program is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium risk environment. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned through numerous live fire exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 2 days (24 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required /Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
PURPOSE: The program is designed to focus upon the skills required to effectively maintain and operate the handgun. The training will highlight various tactics, techniques and procedures relative to the handgun and will cover TIER II skills with that weapon system.

The training will include but not be limited to:
- Handgun Review
- Weapons Etiquette and Handling Review
- Weapon Characteristics-Maintenance Review
- Weapon Disassembly and Assembly Review
- Weapon Maintenance Review
- Ammunition Types and Ballistics Review
- Fundamentals of Handgun Marksmanship Review
- Handgun Marksmanship (HMMS) Specialty Areas
- Shooting and Moving

PRE-REQUISITES: The Handgun-II Program is designed to provide an initial overview of the Attendee's handgun, teach HMMS and provide a base skill set for use and employment. Attendees include sworn law enforcement/correction officers or military personnel with a minimum of a TIER I or like skill qualification.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The Handgun-II Program is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium risk environment. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned through numerous live fire exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 2 days (24 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required /Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
HANDGUN-III (HG-III)

PURPOSE: The program is designed to focus upon the skills required to effectively operate the handgun at an intermediate level. The training will highlight various tactics, techniques and procedures relative to the tactical handgun and will cover TIER III skills with that weapon system.

The training will include but not be limited to:
- Handgun Review
- Weapons Etiquette and Handling Review
- Weapon Characteristics-Maintenance Review
- Weapon Disassembly and Assembly Review
- Weapon Maintenance Review
- Ammunition Types and Ballistics Review
- Fundamentals of Handgun Marksmanship Review
- Shooting and Moving Review
- Handgun Marksmanship (HMMS) Specialty Areas
- Threat Discrimination
- Jungle Lane Navigation
- Challenging Urban-Rural Threat Engagement Exercises/Scenarios

PRE-REQUISITES: The Handgun-III Program is designed to teach a more robust level of HMMS and provide an intermediate level skill set for use and employment. Attendees include handgun enthusiasts, sworn law enforcement/correction officers or military personnel with a minimum of a TIER II or like skill qualification.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The Handgun-III Program is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium-high risk environment. Training will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned through numerous live fire exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 2 days (24 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request. http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com 256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
PURPOSE: The program is designed to focus upon the skills required to effectively maintain and operate the rifle or carbine. The training will highlight various tactics, techniques and procedures relative to the rifle and will cover TIER I-II skills with that weapon system.

The training will include but not be limited to:

- Introduction to the Rifle/Carbine
- Weapons Etiquette and Handling
- Weapon Characteristics-Maintenance
- Weapon Disassembly and Assembly
- Battle Sight Zero
- Ammunition Types and Ballistics
- Rifle Marksmanship (RMMS)
- Rifle Specialty Applications

PRE-REQUISITES: The Rifle/Carbine I/II Program is designed to provide an initial overview of the tactical rifle/carbine, teach RMMS and provide a base skill set for use and employment. Attendees include civilian rifle enthusiasts, sworn law enforcement/correction officers or military personnel.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The Rifle/Carbine I/II Program is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium risk environment. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned through numerous live fire exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 2 days (24 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
PURPOSE: The program is designed to focus upon the skills required to conduct tactical operations with the tactical rifle or carbine. The training will highlight various tactics, techniques and procedures relative to the tactical rifle and will cover TIER III-IV skills.

The training will include but not be limited to:

- Introduction to the Tactical Rifle/Carbine-Weapons Etiquette and Handling
- Weapon Characteristics-Maintenance-Weapon Disassembly and Assembly
- Tactical Rifle Employment-Tactical Mindset
- Ammunition Types and Ballistics
- Rifle Combat Marksmanship (RCMMS)
- Rifle Specialty Applications-Shooting and Moving-Discriminatory Shooting
- Weapon deployment and employment-Close Space Engagements
- Operating from Vehicles

PRE-REQUISITES: The Rifle/Carbine-III/IV Program is designed to provide a review of the tactical rifle/carbine, teach/reinforce RCMMS and provide intermediate to advanced skill sets. Attendees must be sworn law enforcement/correction officers or military personnel with a level of expertise above ENTRY LEVEL.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The Rifle/Carbine-III/IV Program is performance-oriented training conducted in a high-risk environment. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 2 days (24 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
SMG/CARBINE OPERATORS CERT PROGRAM (SMG/C-C)

PURPOSE: This course will cover the basics of the tactical submachine gun/carbine with, emphasis upon the weapons of choice of the department involved in the training. Areas covered will range from weapons etiquette, characteristics and general operation through disassembly/assembly, maintenance and proper use of the weapon system in the tactical environment. Marksmanship with the respective weapons system will also be addressed with the application of aimed, rapid aimed and instinctive shooting techniques in a variety of training range scenarios.

The training will include but not be limited to:

- Introduction to the Submachine Gun/Carbine
- Weapons Etiquette and Handling
- Weapon Characteristics-Maintenance-Weapon Disassembly and Assembly
- Battle Sight Zero
- Ammunition Types and Ballistics
- Rifle Marksmanship (RMMS)
- Rifle Specialty Applications

PRE-REQUISITES: The Submachine Gun/Carbine Program is designed to provide a review of the tactical Submachine Gun/Carbine, teach/reinforce RCMMS and provide an intermediate to advanced skill set for employment of the weapon. Attendees must be sworn law enforcement/correction officers or military personnel with a level of expertise above ENTRY LEVEL.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The Submachine Gun/Carbine Program is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium risk environment. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned through numerous live fire exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 5 days (60 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
TACTICAL SHOTGUN I (TSG-I)

PURPOSE: The program is designed to focus upon the skills required to effectively maintain, operate and operate the shotgun. The training will highlight various tactics, techniques and procedures relative to the shotgun and will cover TIER I skills with that weapon system.

The training will include but not be limited to:
- Introduction to the Shotgun
- Weapons Etiquette and Handling
- Weapon Characteristics-Maintenance
- Weapon Disassembly and Assembly
- Ammunition Types and Ballistics
- Shotgun Marksmanship (SMMS)
- Shotgun Specialty Applications

PRE-REQUISITES: The TSG-I Program is designed to provide an initial overview of the shotgun, teach SMMS and provide a base skill set for use and employment. Attendees include civilian shotgun enthusiasts, sworn law enforcement/correction officers or military personnel.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The Shotgun- I Program is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium risk environment. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned through numerous live fire exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION Course is 1 day (12 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
PURPOSE: The program is designed to focus upon the skills required to conduct tactical operations with the handgun, tactical rifle/carbine and shotgun. The training will highlight various tactics, techniques and procedures relative to the three weapons utilized independently and collectively and will cover TIER III skills with those weapon systems.

The training will include but not be limited to:
- Handgun, Tactical Rifle and Shotgun Tactics/MMS
- Weapons Etiquette and Handling
- Tactical Employment-Tactical Mindset
- Ammunition Types and Ballistics
- Specialty Applications
- Shooting and Moving-Discriminatory Shooting
- Weapon deployment and employment
- Close/Confined Space Engagements
- Unique Platform Shooting
- Three Gun Jungle Lanes

PRE-REQUISITES: The Tactical Practical Program is designed to provide a robust tactical training environment designed to teach the use/employment of the handgun, tactical rifle/carbine and shotgun. Emphasis will be on teaching/reinforcing MMS as well as tactics with all three weapons at an intermediate skill set level. Attendees include sworn law enforcement/correction officers or military personnel with a level of expertise above ENTRY LEVEL.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The Tactical Practical Program is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium to high risk environment. Training will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned through numerous live fire exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 2 days (24 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
TACTICAL MMS TRAINING COURSE (TMT-C)

PURPOSE: Involves work with a variety of weapon systems to include the handgun, submachine gun, assault rifle, and shotgun. Areas covered will include weapons etiquette and basic functioning of the customers’ weapon systems. Aimed, rapid aimed, and instinctive fire techniques in normal and reduced visibility will also be covered with emphasis on preparing individuals to operate in a room combat/CQB environment.

PRE-REQUISITES: Attendees must be sworn law enforcement/correction officers or military personnel with a level of expertise above ENTRY LEVEL.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The Submachine Gun/Carbine Program is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium risk environment. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned through numerous live fire exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 5 days (60 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
**BASIC VIP/EXECUTIVE PROTECTION COURSE (BVIP-C)**

**PURPOSE:** This course is designed as an introduction to the workings of the protection detail with emphasis upon the skills necessary to operate as a member. Training will include: marksmanship skills with the handgun, submachine-gun and shotgun, close protection, specialty duties and activities, movement techniques by foot and vehicle, evasive driving techniques, communications, basic lifesaving techniques and improvised explosive device identification/search. Also included will be an introduction to criminal/terrorist element operations.

**PRE-REQUISITES:** Attendees must be sworn law enforcement/correction officers or military personnel with a requirement for specialized protection training. The BVIP-C is entry-basic level (TIER I-II) training.

**SPECIAL INFORMATION:** The BVIP-C is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium to high-risk environment. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned through numerous live fire exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

**CLASS DURATION:** Course is 5 days (60 hours).

**CONTACT:** Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

**SPECIAL NOTE:** All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
ADVANCED VIP/EXECUTIVE PROTECTION COURSE (AVIP-C)

PURPOSE: Developed to train the current member of a protection detail who has a solid experience base. The training will concentrate on the same base curriculum taught in the Basic VIP/Executive Protection Course, with added emphasis on several specialty areas to include evasive driving techniques and counterattack team (CAT) operations. The course will include numerous hands on performance oriented exercises involving all the mechanics of leading and controlling a protection detail with heavy emphasis on crisis management.

PRE-REQUISITES: Attendees must be sworn law enforcement/correction officers or military personnel with a requirement for specialized protection training. The BVIP-C is intermediate to advanced level (TIER III-IV) training.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The AVIP-C is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium to high-risk environment. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned through numerous live fire exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 12 days (144 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
PURPOSE: To teach selected personnel the skills required to conduct planning and execution of personal security detail operations in a low to high-risk environment. This 7 day program provides an overview of the phased five week PSD Program taught by KSOTS-G with emphasis upon the specialized skills that are normally not taught and exercised in other dignitary protection courses.

PSD Areas covered will include but not be limited to:
- VIP / PSD Equipment Selection Planning
- Route Selection / Advances Tactical Awareness
- Basic VIP / Executive Protection Operations Local Agency Coordination /
  Liaison Counter-Assault Team Overview Close Protection Detail Training
- PSD Driving CQB
- Surveillance Detection (Foot-Vehicle) Vehicle and Foot IADs

PRE-REQUISITES: This course is designed as training directed towards the workings of the protection detail, with emphasis upon the skills necessary to operate as a PSD Team Member. Each attendee must be proficient as per their respective departments patrol rifle/sub- machinegun qualification policy and have their respective weapon battle sight zeroed to them prior to attendance.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: This course is performance-oriented training conducted in a high-risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training requirements. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned. Attendees must be in TOP physical condition. This program is Missouri P.O.S.T. approved.

CLASS DURATION: Class duration is 7 days (84 hours). Attendance by element or team is highly recommended but not required.

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
**PURPOSE:** This course is designed to train the quick reaction/counter-attack/assault team assigned to the protection detail. The training will concentrate on the base curriculum taught within the intermediate tactical team course with added emphasis on employing the team from vehicles, movement techniques with vehicles, communications, working in conjunction with the close protection detail and crisis management. Included in the training will be numerous practical exercises with a variety of scenarios.

**PRE-REQUISITES:** This course is designed as training directed towards the workings of the protection detail specialty response team with emphasis upon the skills necessary to operate as a PSD CAT Team Member. Each attendee must be proficient as per their respective department’s patrol rifle/sub-machinegun qualification policy and have their respective weapon battle sight zeroed to them prior to attendance.

**SPECIAL INFORMATION:** This course is performance-oriented training conducted in a high-risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training requirements. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned. Attendees must be in TOP physical condition. This program is Missouri P.O.S.T. approved.

**CLASS DURATION:** Course is 7-10 days (84-192 hours).

**CONTACT:** Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT

KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

**SPECIAL NOTE:** All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
TACTICAL DIVER COURSE/LE (TDC)

PURPOSE: To teach selected personnel the basic level skills required operating as members of designated law enforcement special operations units with emphasis upon maritime/dive-swim-small boat infiltration and exfiltration techniques.

PRE-REQUISITES: The Tactical Diver Course is designed to teach and exercise tactical law enforcement maritime special operations. Attendees must be members of a designated LE tactical unit with a requirement to conduct maritime operations. Attendees must also possess a diving background and hold a minimum international open water scuba certification.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The Tactical Diver Course (TDC) is performance-oriented training conducted in a high-risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must be in TOP physical and mental condition, progress through increasingly difficult training requirements and achieve a minimum 80% academic average. The course is made up of five total critical area tests which total 500 points and are based on individual, team and assault force evaluations. An additional 100 point instructor individual evaluation is also included. Testing involves practical as well as written work. The TDC has numerous live fire exercises, classroom lectures/conferences, maritime exercises and graded, must complete blocks of instruction.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 7-14 days (84-178 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
ASSAULTER TACTICAL EMERGENCY MEDICINE I (ATEM I)

PURPOSE: This course is designed for tactical personnel with a minimum proficiency level of TIER II (basic) who have a requirement for first responder tactical medical training. Training will include but not be limited to situation assessment, patient assessment in a tactical environment, rapid triage, introduction to airway management, management of multiple trauma patients, patient extraction, CCP establishment and hazardous material safety/awareness. Also included will be a review of marksmanship with the handgun, submachine gun/carbine, a review of room combat/CQB (TIER II-IV) and a variety of dry fire scenarios with a progression to TIER II live fire room combat/CQB including medical scenarios.

PRE-REQUISITES: The ATEM I Program is designed to prepare tactical team members to provide self and buddy aid in tactical situations. Attendees must be personnel assigned as members of an operational tactical team.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: ATEM I is performance-oriented training conducted in a high risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned. The ATEM I Program has numerous live fire exercises, physical challenges, challenging medical scenarios, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations. This program is Missouri P.O.S.T. approved.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 5 days (60 hours). Attendance by element or team is highly recommended but not required.

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
ASSAULTER TACTICAL EMERGENCY MEDICINE II (ATEM II)

PURPOSE: This course is designed for medical personnel with a requirement of operating as a tactical medic with a special weapons and tactics team. Training will include marksmanship with the handgun, submachine gun/carbine and assault rifle, as well as introductions to tactical team equipment, room combat/CQB (TIER I), tactical team medicine, personnel handling, assault team level planning, and a variety of dry fire scenarios with a progression to TIER I live fire room combat/CQB with medical scenarios. Training will also include but not be limited to a review of medical situation assessment, patient assessment in a tactical environment, rapid triage, and management of multiple trauma patients, patient extraction, CCP establishment and hazardous material safety/awareness.

PRE-REQUISITES: The ATEM II Program is designed to prepare medically trained personnel to operate in a tactical medic role in support of special operations. Attendees must be personnel assigned to or ultimately being assigned to an operational tactical team.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: ATEM II is performance-oriented training conducted in a high risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned. The ATEM II Program has numerous live fire exercises, physical challenges, challenging medical scenarios, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations. This program is Missouri P.O.S.T. approved.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 5 days (60 hours) or 7 days (84 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
OFFICER/OPERATOR TACTICAL MEDICAL COURSE (OTM-C)

PURPOSE: The OTM Course is designed to provide the Patrol-Corrections Officer and/or specialized tactical unit member with the skills necessary to provide immediate care and life support to injured personnel with additional emphasis upon self/buddy aid. Training will include classroom as well as hands on instruction culminating with realistic training scenarios. Students will receive classes on situation assessment, patient assessment in a tactical environment, rapid triage, management of multiple trauma patients, patient extraction and self/buddy aid TTP’s.

PRE-REQUISITES: The OTM Course is designed to provide a base skill set regards assessing and treating injuries encountered during operations. Attendees include law enforcement/correction officers and/or military personnel.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The OTM Course is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium risk environment. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned through numerous exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations. Training is designed to enhance officer/operator skill sets regards medical assessment/treatment with emphasis upon trauma injuries and self/buddy aid TTP’s.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 2-3 days (24-36 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
PURPOSE: To teach selected personnel the special skills required operating as a designated breacher within a tactical team using mechanical, ballistic, and explosive entry techniques.

The training will include but not be limited to:

- Introduction to Tactical Methods of Entry
- Breaching Equipment
- Breacher EEI
- Methods of Entry TTPs
- Mechanical Breaching TTPs
- Ballistic Breaching TTPs
- Barrier Penetration
- Entry TTPs (specific to various breaching techniques)

PRE-REQUISITES: Member of operational law enforcement, corrections, military or specialized contractor organization/unit/agency with a requirement to be able to perform tactical methods of entry.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The Tactical Methods of Entry Course (TMOE-C) is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium to high-risk environment.

Class Duration: Course is 3 days (36 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
TACTICAL METHODS OF ENTRY COURSE (TMOE/TIER III-IV)

PURPOSE: To teach selected personnel the intermediate-advanced skills required to operate as a designated breacher within a tactical team using mechanical, ballistic, and explosive entry techniques.

The training will include but not be limited to:
- Introduction to Tactical Methods of Entry
- Breaching Equipment
- Breacher EEI
- Methods of Entry TTPs
- Mechanical Breaching TTPs
- Ballistic Breaching TTPs
- Explosive Breaching TTPs
- Barrier Penetration
- Entry TTPs (specific to various breaching techniques)

PRE-REQUISITES: Member of operational law enforcement, corrections, military or specialized contractor organization/unit/agency with a requirement to be able to perform tactical methods of entry.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The Tactical Methods of Entry Course (TMOE-C) is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium to high risk environment.

Class Duration: Course is 5 days (60 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
PURPOSE: This course was specifically designed to prepare the patrol officer for active threat scenarios that require immediate response. Training includes marksmanship with the issue handgun and unique specialty weapons that could be utilized in a special response scenario. Training also includes room combat/CQB covering all specialty areas (Tier I or II), tactical medicine, personnel handling techniques, mechanical/ballistic breaching, short duration planning, and a variety of normal/reduced visibility training scenarios, dry and live. The basis for this program is reaction to and resolution of a crisis in the active shooter environment with emphasis upon scenarios that require immediate response and control. All aspects of the active shooter threat will be covered, including lessons learned from recent mass hostage taking and active shooter crisis events.

PRE-REQUISITES: The HRTO-C is designed towards the instruction and training of the HRTO tactical team/element and its members. Attendees must be law enforcement, corrections or military personnel with a minimum entry to basic level of experience with tactics and weapon systems.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The HRTO-C is performance-oriented training conducted in a high-risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training. The HRTO-C Program has numerous live fire exercises, physical challenges, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 5 days (60 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
TACTICAL TEAM ACTIVE SHOOTER COURSE (TTAS-C)

PURPOSE: Developed to prepare the tactical team for active threat scenarios requiring immediate response. Training includes marksmanship with the handgun, submachine gun, assault rifle and shotgun, room combat/CQB covering all specialty areas (Tier I or II), tactical team medicine, personnel handling techniques, mechanical/ballistic breaching, assault team level planning, and a variety of advanced normal/reduced visibility training scenarios, dry and live. The basis for this program is reaction and execution in the active shooter environment with emphasis upon scenarios that require immediate response and control. All aspects of the active shooter threat will be covered.

PRE-REQUISITES: The tactical team active shooter course is performance-oriented training designed for first responders to active shooters. Each attendee must be proficient as per their respective departments patrol rifle/sub-machinegun qualification policy and have their respective weapon zeroed to them prior to attendance.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The Tactical Team Active Shooter Course is training conducted in a medium-high risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through various progression style-training modules.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 3-5 days.

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
PURPOSE: The Phase I CSO-C is designed as the initial introduction into operating tactically with canines. Emphasis throughout the program will be on operating in conjunction with other law enforcement/military/corrections personnel during the conduct of tracking operations regards criminal arrest or search and rescue operations. Training will include an introduction to operating tactically with working dogs, canine special operations planning, personnel handling and tactical combat marksmanship with the handgun, submachine gun/carbine. The program will also include a small unit tactics work-up that will include immediate action drills during a tracking operation, with emphasis upon breaking contact as well as assaulting through a contact with and without canines.

PRE-REQUISITES: This course is designed for law enforcement-corrections-military personnel with an above entry level of expertise with canine operations who operate in conjunction with or are earmarked for assignment to a tactical (SWAT) team.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The Phase I CSO-C is performance-oriented training conducted in a high-risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned. The Phase I CSO-C has numerous live fire exercises, physical challenges, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations. Working dogs must be properly trained, licensed, vaccinated, current members in good standing of the attendees’ respective sponsoring organization.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 3 days (36 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
 PURPOSE: The Phase II CSO-C is designed as the next progression within the CSO program. Emphasis throughout the program will be on operating in conjunction with a law enforcement tactical (SWAT) team. Training will include an introduction to operating tactically with working dogs, canine special operations planning, personnel handling and tactical combat marksmanship with the handgun, submachine gun/carbine. In addition, the student will be introduced to room combat/CQB (TIER I) with a progression to TIER I live fire room combat/CQB.

PRE-REQUISITES: This course is designed for law enforcement/corrections/military personnel with an above entry level of expertise with canine operations who operate in conjunction with or are earmarked for assignment to a tactical (SWAT) team.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The Phase II CSO-C is performance-oriented training conducted in a high-risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned. The Phase II CSO-C has numerous live fire exercises, physical challenges, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations. Working dogs must be properly training, licensed, vaccinated, current members in good standing of the attendees’ respective sponsoring organization.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 3 days (36 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
**** PATROL OFFICER TACTICS COURSE (POTC) ****

**PURPOSE:** To teach selected personnel the entry level skills required operating in a patrol tactical operations environment. Based upon the curriculum of the Tactical Team Active Shooter Course, this program was specifically designed to prepare the patrol officer for tactical close quarters (room entry) situations as well as highlight and reinforce tactical shooting and patrol rifle tactics, techniques and procedures. Training includes marksmanship with the issue handgun and patrol rifle or sub-machinegun. Training also includes room combat/CQB covering all specialty areas (Tier I-II), personnel handling techniques, mechanical/ballistic breaching, response to active shooter techniques and a variety of normal/reduced visibility training scenarios, dry and live fire.

**PRE-REQUISITES:** The Patrol Officer Tactics Course (POTC) is designed as an introductory program (TIER I-II) into law enforcement operations for the patrol officer in various environments. Attendees must be sworn law enforcement/correction officers or military personnel. Each attendee must be proficient as per their respective departments patrol rifle/sub-machinegun qualification policy and have their respective weapon battle sight zeroed to them prior to attendance.

**SPECIAL INFORMATION:** The Patrol Officer Tactics Course (POTC) is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium-high risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must be in **TOP** physical and mental condition, progress through increasingly difficult training requirements and achieve a minimum 80% academic average.

The POTC has numerous live fire exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded, must complete blocks of instruction. Each **successful** graduate of the program will receive a certification diploma.

**CLASS DURATION:** Class is 3 days (36 hours).

**CONTACT:** Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

**SPECIAL NOTE:** All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
PURPOSE: To teach selected personnel the skills required to plan and successfully conduct tactical operations. The course will highlight the planning process from call-out through post assault and de-brief.

The training will include but not be limited to:

- Introduction to Tactical Planning-The Planning and Assault Process
- Warning Order-Operations Order-Mission Concept Brief
- Commander Brief-back Presentation System
- Holding Area Procedures
- Tactical Intelligence and Operations Center Operations
- Contingency Planning
- Crisis Negotiation Overview
- Command Group, CNT and Tactical Element Operational Integration
- Incident Command System/Unified Command (ICS/UC)

PRE-REQUISITES: The TLC is designed to teach and further build upon the planning skills of the tactical operator. Attendees must be members of an operational tactical or crisis negotiation team or any agency requiring tactical planning for crisis situations.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The TLC is performance-oriented training conducted in a low risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training requirements. The TLC has numerous teaching exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 5 days (60 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
PURPOSE: Developed to prepare the military, law enforcement or corrections tactical element for active scenarios requiring tactical operations within confined space areas. Training will include marksmanship with the handgun, submachine gun, assault rifle and shotgun with emphasis upon engagements within closed, confined spaces and areas. Also included within the curriculum will be confined space CQB covering all specialty areas (TIER I-IV), personnel handling techniques, specialized breaching techniques in confined spaces, confined space clearing operations planning, and a variety of advanced normal/reduced visibility training scenarios (dry and live fire).

PRE-REQUISITES: Attendees must be sworn law enforcement/correction officers or military personnel.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The TCSO-C is performance-oriented training conducted in a low risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training requirements. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned. The TCSO-C has numerous teaching exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 5 days (60 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
DISMOUNTED PATROLLING TECHNIQUES COURSE (DPT-C)

PURPOSE: Developed to teach the tactical team the basic tactical patrol skills required to function in a rural or urban environment during the conduct of high-risk incident management operations. Included in the training will be patrol organization, planning procedures, operational techniques, team/patrol movement, immediate action drills (IADs) and transition from rural to urban/urban to rural environments.

The training will also include but not be limited to:

- Introduction to Tactical Patrol Planning
- Foot Patrol TTPs
- Vehicle Patrol TTPs
- Military SUT TTPs
- LE SUT TTPs
- Urban Operations
- Rural Operations
- K-9 Operations (Urban-Rural)

PRE-REQUISITES: Attendees must be sworn law enforcement/correction officers or military personnel.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The DPT-C is performance-oriented training conducted in a low- medium risk environment. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned through numerous live fire exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 3-5 days (36-60 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.  
http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT

KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
PURPOSE: Designed for the military, law enforcement or corrections professional that may be required to respond to threat situations that require immediate lethal force reaction. This program teaches the skills required to identify threat(s) based upon in use rules of engagement (ROE) and eliminate them during tactical operations. Training includes an overview of reactive actions and contingencies employed to avoid being overwhelmed, injured or killed. Training also includes emphasis upon tactical marksmanship with the issue handgun and patrol rifle in normal/reduced visibility. Training is medium to high risk with emphasis upon live fire engagements in close proximity to other officers/soldiers (This program is fast paced and high energy).

PRE-REQUISITES: The TGC Program Attendees must be law enforcement, corrections or military personnel with a level of expertise above ENTRY LEVEL. The TGC Program is not designed for the entry-level officer or soldier.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The TGC is performance-oriented training conducted in a high risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training requirements. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned. The TGC Program has numerous live fire exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 3-5 days (36-60 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
TACTICAL SURVIVAL COURSE (TSC)

PURPOSE: Designed for the military, law enforcement or corrections tactical operator in response to threat situations that require immediate reaction. This program teaches the assault team/cell or small sized element (squad/section/patrol) the skills required to escape and evade an imminent threat or threats and safely evacuate and exfiltrate an area during room and area clearing operations. Training includes an introduction to high-risk operations and an overview of reactive actions and contingencies employed to avoid being overwhelmed and injured or killed when an operation is compromised and elements out-maneuvered and cornered/trapped. Training also includes a review of marksmanship with the issue handgun and primary weapon, room combat/CQB covering all specialty areas (Tier I-IV), personnel handling techniques, breakout breaching, contingency planning, and a variety of normal/reduced visibility training scenarios, dry and live fire.

PRE-REQUISITES: Member of operational law enforcement, corrections, military or specialized contractor organization/unit/agency with a requirement to be able to perform tactical methods of entry.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The TSC is performance-oriented training conducted in a high risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training. The TSC Program has numerous live fire exercises, physical challenges, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 5-7 days (60-84 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
E-B SNIPER OBSERVER TEAM OPERATIONS COURSE (EBSOTOC)

PURPOSE: To teach selected personnel the skills necessary to enable them to operate as members of a Sniper/Observer Team (SOT) in order to support tactical operations within an urban and rural environment.

The training will include but not be limited to:

- Introduction to SOT operations
- SOT equipment
- SOT tactics-techniques-procedures (TTP)
- Tactical precision marksmanship
- Field-craft
- Reporting procedures
- Sketching and drawing
- SOT/Assaulter integrated operations
- Tactical law enforcement decision making process (TLEDMP)
- Site orientation system (SOS)

PRE-REQUISITES: Member of a military, law enforcement or correction organization with a requirement for skills training in Sniper/Observer Team Operations.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The Basic Sniper/Observer Team Operations Course (EBSOTO- C/TIER I-II) is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium to high-risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must be in TOP physical and mental condition, progress through increasingly difficult training requirements and achieve a minimum 80% academic average. The EBSOTO-C/TIER I-II has numerous live fire exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded, must complete blocks of instruction. **This program is Tennessee P.O.S.T. approved.**

COURSE DURATION: Course is 7 days (84 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
ADVANCED SNIPER/OBSERVER TEAM OPNS COURSE (ASOTO-C)

PURPOSE: To teach selected personnel the advanced skills necessary to enable them to operate as members of a Sniper/Observer Team (SOT) in order to support tactical operations within an urban and rural environment. The training will include but not be limited to:

- Review of SOT operations and SOT equipment
- Review of SOT tactics-techniques-procedures
- Tactical precision marksmanship
- Field-craft
- Reporting procedures-Sketching and drawing
- SOT/Assaulter integrated operations
- Advanced Tactical Operations

PRE-REQUISITES: Member of an operational law enforcement special operations team or like unit holding a minimum basic level of expertise in precision shooting operations with a requirement for skills training in Advanced Sniper/Observer Team Operations.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The Advanced Sniper/Observer Team Operations Course (ASOTO-C) is performance-oriented training conducted in a high-risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must be in TOP physical and mental condition, progress through increasingly difficult training requirements and achieve a minimum 80% academic average. The ASOTO-C has numerous live fire exercises, classroom lectures/conferences, live fire scenarios and graded, must complete blocks of instruction.

COURSE DURATION: Course is 7 days (84 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
SNIPER/OBSERVER TEAM/ASSAULTER B-UP PROGRAM (SOTAB-C)

PURPOSE: This course is designed to teach selected Special Response Team members the skills necessary to enable them to function as members of Sniper/Observer Teams in order to support tactical operations within a rural or urban environment. The follow-up to the initial training will consist of a tactical review at an intermediate level of assault team skills culminating with integrated operations.

PRE-REQUISITES: To attend the SOT/Assaulter build-up, students must be a member of an operational tactical team with a requirement for skills training in Sniper/Observer/Assaulter operations. Assaulter build-up students must also be members of a tactical team with a minimum basic level of expertise. Attendance in teams is highly encouraged.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The Sniper Observer Team/Assaulter Build-up Course (SOT/AB-C) is performance oriented training conducted in a high risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must be in TOP physical and mental condition, progress through increasingly difficult training requirements and achieve a minimum 80% academic average. SOT/AB-C has numerous live fire exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded, must complete blocks of instruction.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 7-16 days (84-192 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
**TACTICAL TEAM COURSE (TTC/TIER I-CQB I)**

**PURPOSE:** This course is designed for “entry level” personnel destined for assignment to a tactical team or an entire “newly formed” tactical team with no or limited previous tactical experience and covers the initial training of the members. Training will include tactical marksmanship with the handgun, submachine gun/carbine, and shotgun (breaching), as well as an introduction to tactical team equipment, extensive room combat/CQB (TIER I), tactical team medicine, personnel handling, tactical law enforcement planning, methods of entry (breaching) and a variety of dry fire tactical training with a progression to TIER I live fire room combat/CQB.

**PRE-REQUISITES:** The TTC is performance-oriented training designed specifically for the entry-level tactical team and its members. Attendees must be personnel destined for or assigned as members of an operational tactical team. Each attendee must be proficient as per their respective department’s patrol rifle/sub-machinegun qualification policy and have their respective weapon zeroed to them prior to attendance.

**SPECIAL INFORMATION:** The TTC is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium-high risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through various progression style training modules. This program is Missouri and Arizona P.O.S.T. approved.

**CLASS DURATION:** Class duration is 5 days (60 hours).

**CONTACT:** Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

**SPECIAL NOTE:** All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
**PURPOSE:** These courses are designed for tactical team personnel or an entire tactical team with previous tactical experience (minimum entry level trained) and covers the basic through advanced training of the members. Training will include marksmanship with the handgun, submachine gun/carbine, assault rifle, and shotgun (breaching aspects), as well as a review of room combat/CQB with emphasis upon enhancing and evolving skill sets. All aspects of tactical operations will be covered. Training will include a variety of dry fire and simunition/FX marking cartridge scenarios with a progression to TIER II-IV live fire room combat/CQB.

**PRE-REQUISITES:** The TTC (TIER II-IV) Program is designed towards the instruction and training of tactical personnel holding a minimum of entry level tactical training/experience. Each attendee must be proficient as per their respective departments patrol rifle/sub- machinegun qualification policy and have their respective weapon battle sight zeroed to them prior to attendance.

**SPECIAL INFORMATION:** The TTC (TIER II-IV) is performance-oriented training conducted in a high-risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned. The Program has numerous live fire exercises, physical challenges, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations. These programs are Missouri P.O.S.T. approved.

**CONTACT:** Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

**SPECIAL NOTE:** All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
**CQB FOUNDATION PROGRAMS**

**PURPOSE:** Programs designed to focus upon the latest skills required to conduct close quarters battle/combat in an urban and rural environment. The training will highlight various tactics, techniques and procedures relative to CQB and will cover the TIER system approach to CQB. The training will include but not be limited to:

- Introduction to CQB
- Weapons Etiquette
- The CQB TIER System
- Tactical Safety-Risk Management-Shoot house Safety
- Tactical Element movement
- Actions at the point of entry Actions upon entry
- Post Assault
- CQB Specialty Areas
- Close Quarters Battle (CQB) Instructor Techniques/Procedures
- Integrated Operations (w/Sniper-Observer Teams)

**PRE-REQUISITES:** CQBF Programs are designed to create and/or further build upon the CQB skills of the entry team and its members. Attendees must be special operations and/or patrol personnel with a requirement for a CQB capability.

**SPECIAL INFORMATION:** The CQBF Program is performance-oriented training conducted in a high risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training requirements. The CQBF Program has numerous live fire exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

**CLASS DURATION:** Courses is are 3/5/10 days in duration.

**CONTACT:** Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.  
http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

**SPECIAL NOTE:** All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
TACTICAL TEAM MARITIME TARGET COURSE (TTMT-C)

PURPOSE: This program is designed for the tactical team/elements with the requirement of operating in a specialized maritime target environment. The training program is based upon the curriculum of the basic through advanced tactical team courses and is geared to a specific type of target, which can include small craft and large craft. Depending on organizational requirements. Recovery (hostage rescue), interdiction (counter-drug) or WMD operations (tactical) will be covered.

PRE-REQUISITES: The TTMT-C Program is designed towards the instruction and training of tactical personnel holding a minimum of basic-intermediate level tactical training/experience. Each attendee must be proficient as per their respective departments patrol rifle/sub-machinegun qualification policy and have their respective weapon battle sight zeroed to them prior to attendance.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The TTMT-C is performance-oriented training conducted in a high risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned. The Program has numerous live fire exercises, physical challenges, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 7-14 days (84-144 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
PURPOSE: This course is designed for the law enforcement tactical team and covers intermediate level skills with emphasis upon operating versus a criminal/terrorist threat in possession of a weapon of mass destruction as well as operations in a contaminated environment. Training will include marksmanship with the handgun, submachine gun, assault rifle, and shotgun, as well as an introduction to the specialized tactical team equipment used in a WMD environment, room combat/CQB (Tier III), tactical team medicine, personnel handling, assault team level planning, introduction to weapons of mass destruction and their make-up, operations in contaminated areas and a variety of dry fire scenarios with a progression to live fire room combat/CQB. The course will culminate with a challenging scenario versus an extremist criminal threat in possession of a weapon of mass destruction and hostages.

PRE-REQUISITES: Attendees must be sworn law enforcement/correction officers or military personnel with a level of expertise above ENTRY LEVEL.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The WMDTO-C is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium-high risk environment. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned through numerous live fire exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 5-7 days (60-84 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
PURPOSE: Designed for the tactical team with the requirement to have the capability of operating in a specialty target environment (linear type targets). The training program can be geared to a specific type of target which can include aircraft, buses, railroad/subway coaches, tractor trailers (reefers) and vans/sedans. Depending on organizational requirements, either recovery (hostage rescue) or interdiction (counter-drug) operations will be covered.

PRE-REQUISTES: The TTST-C Program is designed towards the instruction and training of tactical personnel holding a minimum of basic-intermediate level tactical training/experience. Each attendee must be proficient as per their respective department’s patrol rifle/sub-machinegun qualification policy and have their respective weapon battle sight zeroed to them prior to attendance.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The TTSTC is performance-oriented training conducted in a high-risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned. The Program has numerous live fire exercises, physical challenges, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 7-14 days (84-144 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
ENTRY-BASIC CRISIS NEGOTIATION TM TNG COURSE (C/HN)

PURPOSE: To teach selected personnel the skills necessary to enable them to operate as members of a Crisis/Hostage Negotiation Team (C/HNT).

The training will include but not be limited to:
- History and development of crisis negotiations
- Correction negotiations versus law enforcement
- The negotiation team and its make-up
- Roles and responsibilities of the negotiator
- Mechanics of negotiation—Effective listening techniques
- Measurement of negotiator progress—Negotiation techniques
- Tactical negotiation
- Planning CNT operations
- Negotiations operations center/NOC (set-up and function)
- Hostage survival

PRE-REQUISITES: Member of an operational hostage negotiation team or sworn law enforcement officer/deputy or military policeman with a requirement for skills training in crisis negotiation.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The Basic Crisis Negotiation Team Course (BCNT-C) is performance-oriented training conducted in a low risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training requirements. The BCNT-C has numerous role-playing exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded, must complete blocks of instruction.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 5 days (60 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
PURPOSE: This course is designed for “entry level” personnel destined for assignment to a Correction Special Weapons and Tactical Team or an entire “newly formed” Correction Special Weapons and Tactical Team with no or limited previous tactical experience and covers the initial training of the members. Training will include marksmanship with the handgun, submachine gun, assault rifle, and shotgun, as well as introductions to tactical team equipment, room combat/CQB (TIER I), tactical team medicine, personnel handling, assault team level planning, and a variety of dry fire scenarios with a progression to basic live fire room combat/CQB.

PRE-REQUISITES: The Corrections TTC is performance-oriented training designed specifically for the entry-level tactical team and its members. Attendees must be personnel destined for or assigned as members of an operational Corrections tactical (SWAT) team. Each attendee must be proficient as per their respective departments patrol rifle/sub-machinegun qualification policy and have their respective weapon zeroed to them prior to attendance.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The Corrections TTC is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium-high risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through various progression style training modules.. This program is Missouri and Arizona P.O.S.T. approved.

CLASS DURATION: Class duration is 5 days (60 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
CORRECTIONS TACTICAL TEAM COURSE (BASIC-ADVANCED LEVEL)

PURPOSE: This course is designed for the newly formed Correction Special Weapons and Tactical Team and covers the basic rudimentary aspects of the initial training of the members. Training will include marksmanship with the handgun, submachine gun, assault rifle, and shotgun, as well as introductions to tactical team equipment, room combat/CQB (TIER II), tactical team medicine, personnel handling, assault team level planning, and a variety of dry fire scenarios with a progression to basic live fire room combat/CQB.

PRE-REQUISITES: The Corrections TTC (TIER II-IV) Program is designed towards the instruction and training of tactical personnel holding a minimum of entry level tactical training/experience. Each attendee must be proficient as per their respective department’s patrol rifle/sub-machinegun qualification policy and have their respective weapon battle sight zeroed to them prior to attendance.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The Corrections TTC (TIER II-IV) is performance-oriented training conducted in a high-risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned. The Program has numerous live fire exercises, physical challenges, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations. These programs are Missouri P.O.S.T. approved.

CLASS DURATION: Class duration is 5 days (60 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
CORRECTIONS HIGH-RISK TRANSPORT OPNS COURSE (CHRT-C)

PURPOSE: This course is designed as an introduction to the basic workings of the transportation detail with emphasis upon the skills necessary to operate as a member. Training will include but not be limited to: marksmanship skills with the handgun, submachine-gun, carbine and shotgun, planning, duties of the detail member, specialty duties and activities, handling of protected personnel, movement techniques by foot and vehicle, evasive driving techniques, communications, basic lifesaving techniques, planning, ambush/counter-ambush, counter assault team (CAT) operations overview and crisis management. Also included will be an introduction to criminal/terrorist element operations, as well as individual protection measures as it pertains to the protected personnel.

PRE-REQUISITES: The CHRTO-C is designed towards the instruction and training of the HROTO tactical team/element and its members. Attendees must be law enforcement, corrections or military personnel with a minimum entry to basic level of experience with tactics and weapon systems.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The CHRTO-C is performance-oriented training conducted in a high risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned. The CHRTO-C Program has numerous live fire exercises, physical challenges, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 5 days (60 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.
http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
CORRECTIONS TAC RESPONSE TEAM COURSE

PURPOSE: This course is designed for “entry level” personnel destined for assignment to a Correction Tactical Response Team or an entire “newly formed” Correction Tactical Response Team with no or limited previous tactical experience and covers the initial training of the members (BELT-Basic Entry Level Training). Training will include but not be limited to:

- Overview of the Tactical Response Team Mission
- Tactical Response Team Equipment Orientation, Use and Maintenance
- Use of Force / Rules of Engagement (ROE)
- Tactical Physical Training
- Tactical Planning
- Tactical Medicine
- Riot Control Formations
- Riot Control Procedures
- Cell Extraction Operations
- “MOVE” Operations
- Personnel Handling Techniques
- DCQB (TIER I)

PREREQUISITES: The Corrections CTRT-C is performance-oriented training designed specifically for the entry-level tactical team and its members. Attendees must be personnel destined for or assigned as members of an operational Corrections tactical (disorder) team.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The Corrections CTRT-C is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium-high risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through various progression style-training modules.

CLASS DURATION: Class duration is 5 days (60 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request. http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT

KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
PURPOSE: This course is designed for the “entry level” military operator (conventional and special operations) or the military organization with limited or no previous urban combat training/experience and covers the initial training of the members. Training includes marksmanship with the handgun, submachine gun, assault rifle, shotgun and general-medium- heavy weapons, RECCE OPNS, room combat/CQB covering all specialty areas (TIER I), tactical medicine, personnel handling techniques, mechanical/ballistic breaching/explosive breaching, assault planning, vehicle operations, convoy operations, offensive-defensive driving techniques, vehicle checkpoints, IED identification, urban-rural patrolling and a variety of entry level normal/reduced visibility training scenarios (dry and live fire).

PRE-REQUISITES: The SUC-C is designed towards the instruction and training of the military conventional infantry/ranger or special operations team/element and its members. Attendees must be military personnel with an urban combat mission set requirement.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The SUC-C is performance-oriented training conducted in a high-risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned. The SUC-C Program has numerous live fire exercises, physical challenges, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 30 days (360 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT

KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
PURPOSE: Developed for the Military Operator (conventional and special operations) that has been operational for some time and has a basic level tactical base. Training includes marksmanship with the handgun, submachine gun, assault rifle, shotgun and general-medium- heavy weapons, RECCE OPNS, room combat/ CQB covering all specialty areas (TIER III-IV), tactical team medicine, personnel handling techniques, mechanical/ballistic breaching/explosive breaching, assault planning, vehicle operations, convoy operations, offensive-defensive driving techniques, vehicle assault techniques, vehicle checkpoints, IED identification, urban-rural patrolling and a variety of intermediate level normal/reduced visibility training scenarios (dry and live fire).

PRE-REQUISITES: The SUC-C is designed towards the instruction and training of the military conventional infantry/ranger or special operations team/element and its members.

Attendees must be military personnel with an urban combat mission set requirement with a skill level rating above entry level.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The SUC-C is performance-oriented training conducted in a high-risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned. The SUC-C Program has numerous live fire exercises, physical challenges, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 30 days (360 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT

KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
**PURPOSE:** This course covers the advanced tactical operations aspects of the military sniper/observer team or SOT from formulation and training through tactical operations in support of unique operations. The course will include emphasis on training towards operations within a rural and urban environment. All aspects of sniper/observer team operations will be covered to include reviews of principles of engagement, marksmanship and field-craft skills type training in urban and rural environments. Specialized situations will also be covered to include shooting through glass, elevated firing and stay behind operations. The key objective of this program is to prepare sniper observer elements for operations in a unique counter-terrorist environment.

**PRE-REQUISITES:** The MTSOTOC is designed towards the instruction and training of the military conventional infantry/ranger or special operations sniper/observer team. Attendees must be military personnel with a sniper/observer mission set requirement.

**SPECIAL INFORMATION:** The MTSOTOC is performance-oriented training conducted in a high-risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned. The MTSOTOC Program has numerous live fire exercises, physical challenges, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

**CLASS DURATION:** Course is 7-11 days (60-132 hours).

**CONTACT:** Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT

KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

**SPECIAL NOTE:** All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
**TALENTAL EMPLOYMENT OF VEHICLES COURSE (TEV-C)**

**PURPOSE:** Designed to teach the tactical team member to utilize the types of vehicles available to him in the conduct of high-risk operations. The training will include the basics of vehicle employment, various scenarios that could be encountered, shooting effectively from moving vehicles, mounting and dismounting various vehicles tactically and ambush/counter-ambush techniques.

**PRE-REQUISITES:** Attendees must be sworn law enforcement/correction officers or military.

**SPECIAL INFORMATION:** The TEV-C is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium-high risk environment. Testing will involve performance oriented "hands-on" application of the skills learned through numerous live fire exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

**CLASS DURATION:** Course is 3 days (36 hours).

**CONTACT:** Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT

KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

**SPECIAL NOTE:** All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
SPECIALIZED VEHICLE TRAINING COURSE/ATV (SVT-ATV)

PURPOSE: This course offers specialized operator training regards the all terrain vehicle (ATV). The ATV operator will be instructed in proper riding techniques, handling, operation, safety considerations and tactical use. Training will also include operations over varying types of terrain. Tactical driving will also be presented with emphasis on quick dismount drills, using the ATV as cover/concealment and tactical engagements from a moving ATV.

The training will include but not be limited to:

- ATV overview
- Maintenance
- Special patrol duty operations
- On and off road operations
- ATV safety institute-rider
- Safety course
- Tactical ATV operations
- TMMS with handgun/patrol rifle
- TMMS from an ATV

PRE-REQUISITES: The SVT-ATV Course is designed to provide a robust tactical training environment designed to teach the use/employment of the ATV. Attendees include sworn law enforcement/correction officers or military personnel.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The SVT-ATV Course is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium to high-risk environment. Training will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned through numerous dry/live fire scenarios, exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 2-3 days (24-36 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request. http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT

KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
TACTICAL TEAM ROBOT EMPLOYMENT COURSE (TTRE-C)

PURPOSE: This course is designed for the tactical team that plans to utilize robotics within their standard operating procedure or who are interested in doing so in the future. Training will include portions from the curriculum of the TIER I-II Tactical Team Courses, in addition to specialized robotic employment TTPs.

PRE-REQUISITES: This course is designed as training directed towards the use of robotic platforms for a variety of tactical applications. Attendees must be sworn law enforcement/corrections officers or military personnel.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: This course is performance-oriented training conducted in a low- high-risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training requirements. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 3-5 days (36-60 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
TACTICAL AIR OPERATIONS COURSE (TAO-C)

PURPOSE: Designed to teach the tactical team member the basics of operating with rotary wing aircraft. Included are the safety aspects of helicopter work, tactical applications, aircraft configuration for various operations, landing/pickup zone establishment, loading/unloading procedures and fast rope infiltration techniques. The training will be conducted with the aircraft types used by the respective customer. SPECIAL NOTE: Specialized marksmanship skills can be taught as a part of the TAO-C based upon customer requirements.

PRE-REQUISITES: Attendees must be sworn law enforcement/correction officers or military personnel.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The TAO-C is performance-oriented training conducted in a low- medium risk environment. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned through numerous live fire exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 3-5 days (36-60 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT

KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
AR-15/M16 FAMILY ARMORER COURSE

PURPOSE: The program is designed to focus upon the skills required to effectively maintain and conduct operator level repairs to the rifle or carbine.

The training will include but not be limited to:
- Introduction to the Rifle/Carbine
- Weapons Etiquette and Handling
- Weapon Characteristics-Maintenance
- Weapon Disassembly and Assembly
- Battle Sight Zero
- Ammunition Types and Ballistics
- Weapon Repair Overview
- Typical Weapon Problem Areas/Fixes
- Tools and Equipment

PRE-REQUISITES: The AR-15/M-16 Family Armorer Course is designed to provide an initial base skill set in order to enable the operator to maintain and repair an applicable weapon system. Attendees include civilian rifle enthusiasts, sworn law enforcement/correction officers or military personnel.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The AR-15/M-16 Family Armorer Course is performance-oriented training conducted in a low risk environment. Training will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned through classroom lectures/conferences to include a range period as well.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 1-2 days (12-24 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
PURPOSE: The program is designed as a train the trainer product. Included within the curriculum is a review of I-II patrol rifle/carbine skills, training in TIER III-IV patrol rifle/carbine skills and training regards teaching the patrol rifle/carbine at the department/agency/unit levels.

The training will include but not be limited to:

- Patrol Rifle/Carbine Review
- Weapons Etiquette-Handling-Tactical Safety Review
- Weapon Characteristics-Maintenance Review
- Weapon Disassembly & Assembly Review
- Patrol Rifle Employment
- Tactical Mindset
- Ammunition Types & Ballistics
- Rifle Combat Marksmanship (RCMMS)
- Rifle Specialty Applications-Shooting & Moving-Discriminatory Shooting
- Weapon Deployment & Employment
- Shooting from Vehicles
- Teaching the Patrol Rifle/Carbine Curriculum
- Classroom Presentation Techniques-Range Presentation Techniques

PRE-REQUISITES: Attendees include sworn law enforcement/correction officers or military personnel with a minimum intermediate level of knowledge and skills with the handgun, rifle/carbine/SMG and shotgun.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The PRCI-C is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium-high risk environment. Training and testing will involve performance oriented “hands- on” application of the skills learned through numerous live fire exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 5 days (60 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
PURPOSE: Designed to teach the marksmanship trainer the basics of good, sound shooting instruction with emphasis on being able to teach effectively. The training will cover weapons etiquette, disassembly/assembly of the customers weapon systems, weapons functioning, the principles and fundamentals of marksmanship, organizing training, identification of problems encountered with the student and the proper correction for those problems. Graduates receive marksmanship trainer certification documentation.

The training specifics include will include but not be limited to:
- Weapon Systems Review
- Weapons Etiquette and Handling
- Weapon Characteristics-Maintenance
- Weapon Disassembly and Assembly
- Fundamentals of Marksmanship (MMS)
- Marksmanship (MMS) Specialty Areas
- Classroom Presentation Techniques
- Range Presentation Techniques
- Risk Assessment and Management
- Training and Program of Instruction Development

PRE-REQUISITES: Attendees include sworn law enforcement/correction officers or military personnel with a minimum intermediate level of knowledge and skills with the handgun, rifle/carbine/SMG and shotgun.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The MFICP is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium risk environment. Training and testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned through numerous live fire exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 5 days (60 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.
http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
**PURPOSE:** To teach selected personnel the skills required conducting training of personnel relative tactical skills. The course will highlight various methods of instruction, the construction of lesson plans, programs of instruction, and training schedules. In classroom and out of classroom instruction will be addressed as well as a review of the basics of tactical marksmanship and CQB and the training specifics of both.

**The training will include but not be limited to:**
- Introduction to the LE Special Operations Instructor
- Training Etiquette
- Program of Instruction (POI) development and construction
- Lesson Plan development and construction
- Tactical Marksmanship Instructor TTPs
- Close Quarters Battle (CQB) Instructor TTPs
- Classroom/Range/Shoot-House Presentation TTPs
- Tactical Safety-Risk Management

**PRE-REQUISITES:** The TTICP is designed to *train the trainer*. Attendees must be proficient in their area of expertise and an experienced tactical team member. Students must also possess an ability to impart information to others and have a good working knowledge of teaching in general.

**SPECIAL INFORMATION:** The TTICP is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training requirements. The TTICP has numerous teaching exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations. *This program is Missouri-Tennessee POST approved and approved for in-service credit in West Virginia.*

**CLASS DURATION:** Course is 5 days (60 hours).

**CONTACT:** Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.  
http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT  
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

**SPECIAL NOTE:** All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
**TACTICAL TRACKING PROGRAM I (TACTP I)**

**PURPOSE:** This program is designed for personnel with a requirement to conduct human tracking operations and covers the initial training regards new/unique TTPs with an overview of tactical applications. Training will include but will not limited to: Tactical tracking TTPs; Tactical tracking open air tactics; Introduction to tracking team equipment; Tactical tracking planning; Operator tactical medicine; Personnel handling.

**PRE-REQUISITES:** The TACTP Phase I is performance-oriented training designed specifically for those personnel with a requirement for a foundation tracking capability. The TACTP Phase I is designed for the law enforcement, corrections and military professional and can be tailored accordingly. Attendance is mandated as an individual or an element.

**SPECIAL INFORMATION:** The TACTP Phase I is conducted in a low to medium risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned. The TACTP Phase I has numerous practical exercises, physical challenges, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

**CLASS DURATION:** Class duration is 3 days (36 hours).

**CONTACT:** Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT

KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

**SPECIAL NOTE:** All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
TACTICAL TRACKING PROGRAM II/III

PURPOSE: Each TACTP program is designed for personnel with a requirement to conduct human tracking operations and covers training regards new/unique TTPs as well as extensive tactical applications. Training will include but will not limited to: Tactical tracking TTPs; Tactical tracking open air tactics; Introduction to tracking team equipment; Tactical tracking planning; Operator tactical medicine; Personnel handling; Tactical marksmanship with the handgun and long weapon; Immediate action drills as a member of a tactical tracking element. An integral part of the program curriculum also includes progression style open-air tactics with emphasis on the conduct of live fire operations in varied environments (normal and reduced visibility).

PRE-REQUISITES: The TACTP Phase II and III are performance-oriented training designed specifically for those personnel with a requirement for a foundation tactical tracking capability with additional tactical emphasis. The TACTP Phase II and III are designed for the law enforcement, corrections and military professional and can be tailored accordingly. Attendance is mandated as an individual or an element.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The TACTP Phase II and III are conducted in a medium to high-risk risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned. The TACTP Phase II and III have numerous practical exercises, physical challenges, classroom lectures/conferences, graded presentations and live practical exercises.

CLASS DURATION: Each respective course is 5 days (60 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT

KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
PRECISION INTERDICTIO

PURPOSE: This program is designed for personnel with a requirement to conduct human tracking operations, with additional emphasis regards precision interdiction of a quarry. Training will include but will not limited to: Tactical tracking TTPs review; Tactical tracking open air tactics review; Tactical tracking planning review; Operator tactical medicine review; Tactical marksmanship with the handgun and patrol rifle review; Immediate action drills review; Precision engagements during the conduct of human tracking operations. An integral part of the program curriculum also includes progression style open-air tactics with emphasis on the conduct of live fire operations in varied environments (normal and reduced visibility).

PRE-REQUISITES: The PITP is performance-oriented training designed specifically for those personnel with a requirement for a foundation tactical tracking capability and offers additional tactical emphasis. The PITP is designed for the law enforcement, corrections and military professional and can be tailored accordingly. Attendance is mandated as an individual or an element. Tracking/precision rifle skills/experience is a requirement for attendance.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The PITP is conducted in a medium to high-risk risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned. The PITP has numerous practical exercises, physical challenges, graded presentations and live practical exercises to include a demanding multi day final exercise with live fire applications with a precision scoped rifle.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 5 days (60 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.
http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
ENHANCED PATROL OFFICER TACTICS COURSE (POTC II)

PURPOSE: To teach selected personnel the entry-intermediate level skills required operating in a patrol tactical operations environment. Based upon the curriculum of the Tactical Team Active Shooter Course this program was specifically designed to prepare the patrol officer for tactical close quarters (room entry) situations as well as highlight and reinforce tactical shooting and patrol rifle tactics, techniques and procedures. Training includes marksmanship with the issue handgun and patrol rifle or sub-machinegun. Training also includes room combat/CQB covering all specialty areas (Tier I-III), personnel handling techniques, mechanical/ballistic breaching, response to active shooter techniques and a variety of normal/reduced visibility training scenarios, dry and live fire.

PRE-REQUISITES: The Enhanced Patrol Officer Tactics Course (POTC II) is designed as an enhanced program (TIER I-III) into law enforcement operations for the patrol officer in various environments. Attendees must be sworn law enforcement/correction officers or military personnel. Each attendee must be proficient as per their respective departments patrol rifle/sub-machinegun qualification policy and have their respective weapon battle sight zeroed to them prior to attendance.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The Enhanced Patrol Officer Tactics Course (POTC II) is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium-high risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must be in TOP physical and mental condition, progress through increasingly difficult training requirements and achieve a minimum 80% academic average. The POTC has numerous live fire exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded, must complete blocks of instruction. Each successful graduate of the program will receive a certification diploma.

CLASS DURATION: Class is 3 days (36 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
PURPOSE: This course covers the advanced tactical operations aspects of the sniper/observer team or SOT from formulation and training through tactical operations in support of unique operations. The course will include emphasis on training towards operations within a rural and urban environment. All aspects of sniper/observer team operations will be covered, including reviews of principles of engagement, marksmanship and field-craft skills type training in urban and rural environments. Specialized situations will also be covered, including shooting through glass, elevated firing and stay behind operations. The key objective of this program is to prepare sniper observer elements for operations in a unique counter-terrorist environment.

PRE-REQUISITES: The SOAAP is designed towards the instruction and training of the special operations sniper/observer team. Attendees must be law enforcement, corrections or military personnel with a sniper/observer mission set requirement.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The SOAAP is performance-oriented training conducted in a high-risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned. The SOAAP has numerous live fire exercises, physical challenges, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 5-7 days (60-84 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
PURPOSE: This course covers the integration of the sniper/observer team or SOT. All aspects of sniper/observer team operations will be covered, including reviews of principles of engagement, marksmanship and field-craft skills type training in urban and rural environments. Specialized situations will also be covered, including shooting through glass, elevated firing and stay behind operations. The key objective of this program is to prepare sniper observer elements for operations in a unique special operations environment.

PRE-REQUISITES: The RIP is designed towards the instruction and training of the special operations sniper/observer team. Attendees must be law enforcement, corrections or military personnel with a sniper/observer mission set requirement.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The RIP is performance-oriented training conducted in a high-risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned. The RIP has numerous live fire exercises, physical challenges, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 5 days (84 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT

KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
SPECIAL OPNS L.F. INSTR COURSE-CQB (SOLFIC-CQB)

COURSE: Special Operations Live Fire Instructor Course-CQB (SOLFIC-CQB)

SCOPE: The purpose of the SOLIFIC-CQB is to provide specialized and comprehensive instruction and training in the techniques and procedures required by identified specialized personnel to develop and present live fire CQB/Entry Tactics training within a special operations environment. Training areas emphasized include but are not limited to:

- Introduction to the special operations instructor
- Training management system (TMS)-Training development TTPs
- Tactical safety-risk management and mitigation-Training etiquette
- Program of instruction (POI) development and construction
- Lesson plan development and construction
- Tactical marksmanship instructor TTPs
- Close quarters battle (CQB) instructor TTPs
- Classroom/CQB range/Shoot-house and shoot through facility TTPs

PREREQUISITES: The SOLIFIC-CQB is designed to train the trainer. Attendees must be proficient regarding the instructional TTPs and systems within their respective agencies, including a rating as a firearms instructor. Attendees must also have a good working knowledge of teaching in general.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: SOLIFIC-CQB is performance-oriented training conducted in a medium to high-risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must be in GOOD physical and mental condition, progress through increasingly difficult training requirements. The SOLIFIC-CQB has numerous live fire exercises, classroom lectures/conferences and graded, must complete blocks of instruction.

CLASS DURATION: SOLIFIC CQB is 3 days (36 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request. http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT
KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
TACTICAL MARITIME OPERATIONS COURSE (TMOC)

PURPOSE: This program is designed for the tactical team/element with the requirement of operating in a specialized maritime environment. The training program is based upon the curriculum of the entry through advanced tactical team courses; and is geared to operating within a maritime environment with specific emphasis on operations on various vessels (to include VBSS), as well as training directed towards tactical operations versus maritime type targets, which can include small and large craft, depending on organizational requirements. Recovery (hostage rescue), interdiction (counter-drug) or WMD operations (tactical) will be covered.

PRE-REQUISITES: The TMOC Program is designed towards the instruction and training of tactical personnel holding a minimum of basic-intermediate level tactical training/experience. Each attendee must be proficient as per their respective departments patrol rifle/sub-machinegun qualification policy and have their respective weapon battle sight zeroed to them prior to attendance.

SPECIAL INFORMATION: The TMOC is performance-oriented training conducted in a high-risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress through increasingly difficult training. Testing will involve performance oriented “hands-on” application of the skills learned. The Program has numerous live fire exercises, physical challenges, classroom lectures/conferences and graded presentations.

CLASS DURATION: Course is 7-14 days (84-144 hours).

CONTACT: Pre-registration for this program is required/Price on Request.

http://www.kratosdrss.com/SWAT

KSOTS-G.Training@kratosdefense.com---256-929-0919

SPECIAL NOTE: All equipment and materials that an attendee brings to a training program must be in good working order; legally purchased, owned, and licensed, as necessary; and legally brought into the state in which the training program takes place. Attendees must be properly licensed and/or certified, as necessary, for the activities covered in the respective training program. Individuals attending courses designed for military, law enforcement, or corrections organizations must be able to provide proof they are a current/active duty member in good standing.
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